Background: In pulmonary malignancies pre-interventional 3D estimation of relative lobar perfusion is established to predict post-interventional functional outcome particularly in patients with borderline lung function. Aim was to test whether quantification from SPECT-scanners (non-hybrid) is as accurate as from SPECT/CTscanners (hybrid) when using dedicated software. Methods: Sixty-one patients suffering from pulmonary tumours underwent lung SPECT/CT using Tc-99m MAA to predict postoperative residual lung function prior to surgical treatment. Quantification was done using "HERMES Hybrid 3D-Lung Lobe Quantification". In the hybrid approach SPECT and combined lowdoseCT/ diagnosticCT were used. In the non-hybrid approach SPECT and diagnosticCTs were used, lowdoseCTs were omitted. Bland Altman analysis was done to test for agreement.
lung function (Brunelli et al., 2009 ). Traditionally, quantification was performed using planar images and a mathematical model (Wu et al., 2002) ; (Win et al., 2006; Giordano et al., 1997; Mende et al., 1990) ) lacking accuracy in regard to individual differences and variants of pulmonary anatomy and lobe delineation especially in anatomy altering gross lung tumours. After the introduction of SPECT in the 1990s first attempts were made to use a 3D approach to overcome the above mentioned limitations but were hampered by the use of complex procedures, available only at single sites (Imaeda et al., 1995; Ohno et al., 2011; Suga et al., 2004) .
Recent data have shown the superiority of the 3D approach using CT data for lobe delineation in comparison to planar imaging in calculation of relative lobar perfusion (Knollmann et al., 2015; Toney et al., 2014) . In the last years hybrid SPECT/CT machines have become more available offering the opportunity to overcome the problem of lung lobe delineation by implementing CT data in the quantification workflow. Data from hybrid SPECT/CT-scanners allow for coregistration of the acquired low-dose CT to a diagnostic CT. This is available in virtually all patients with pulmonary malignancies and can be used as the best basis for anatomical lobe delineation.
The availability of hybrid SPECT/CT cameras is yet still limited often due to higher costs regarding purchase and maintenance resulting in the continued use of planar quantification. Nonetheless, in a relevant number of patients, lung perfusion SPECT data and a diagnostic CT are available. This provides the opportunity to perform 3D instead of planar derived quantification if a dedicated software algorithm for lung quantification is commercially available and allows for coregistration of separately acquired diagnostic CT and perfusion SPECT data.
The aim of the study was therefore to test whether CT based lung perfusion quantification from conventional SPECT-scanners (non-hybrid) is as exact as from SPECT/ CT-scanners (hybrid) when using a dedicated software algorithm.
Methods

Patients
In 2016 a total number of 96 patients was referred to our department for routine V/ P-SPECT/CT to predict postoperative residual lung function prior to surgical treatment or endoscopic procedures. 74 patients suffered from pulmonary tumours and 22 from emphysema or COPD. Since the study focuses on lung tumours the data of the 22 patients with emphysema or COPD as indication for the procedure were not included into the analysis.
Thirteen patients were excluded from this evaluation study due to the following reasons: previous pulmonary surgery (7 patients), lack of a timely diagnostic CT (2 patients), present tracheal cannula (2 patients), diagnostic CT in prone positioning (1 patient) and impossibility of segmentation of the diagnostic CT by the software algorithm (1 patient).
The remaining group of 61 patients comprised of 39 men and 22 women with a mean age of 70.4 ± 8.1 years (range 52-87 years).
Diagnostic CT
Sixty-one full-dose CTs were available from different institutions (53 of those CTs were with contrast media). Since some patients brought their CT with them not in all cases tube voltage, CTDIvol or DLP were available. Therefore we report the mean values from the available data. Mean tube voltage (for 61/61 pts) was 119.0 ± 5.4 kV, mean CTDIvol (for 53/61 pts) was 8.22 ± 4.60, mean DLP (for 53/61 pts) was 341.1 ± 232.9 mGy*cm, resulting mean dose (53/61 pts) was 5.58 ± 3.29 mSv.
Lung perfusion SPECT/CT
Perfusion SPECT/CT was performed using a double-head gamma camera (Siemens SymbiaT, Siemens Medical Systems, Hofmann Estates, IL, USA) equipped with low-energy high-resolution collimators. Before perfusion scanning, a ventilation scan was acquired in each patient to exclude relevant pulmonary embolism. A minimum fourfold higher count rate was guaranteed for the perfusion compared to the ventilation scan.
SPECT acquisition started after intravenous injection of about 160 MBq of Tc-99m labelled macroaggregated albumin (MAA) in upright position. Upright position was chosen since all pulmonary function tests -like spirometry -are done in upright position and we intend to predict the postoperative outcome for the patients in daily life in upright position. A 360°-acquisition in supine position with 32 projections, 8 s per projection and a matrix of 128 × 128 was used. Finally, a low-dose CT was performed (5 mm slice thickness; 110 kV). For the low-dose CT mean current was 22.7 ± 5.9 mAs, mean CTDIvol was 1.32 ± 0.34, mean DLP was 40.5 ± 11.3 mGy*cm, resulting mean dose was 0.66 ± 0.16 mSv.
During SPECT/CT acquisition all patients were allowed to breathe shallowly; no respiratory gating was performed.
Images were reconstructed without any information from the low-dose CT using 3D iterative reconstruction with scatter correction (Flash 3D, 4 iterations and 8 subsets) and were then transferred to a Siemens syngo workstation with MI application software (Siemens Medical).
3D quantification of lobar perfusion
For this retrospective study two different approaches concerning the CT based quantification of lung perfusion were pursued, evaluation time needed was counted for all quantifications.
In the hybrid approach SPECT (see Fig. 1 ) perfusion data were quantified after low-dose CT from the SPECT/CT camera was used for coregistration of the externally performed diagnostic CT.
In the non-hybrid approach (see Fig. 1 ) only perfusion SPECT data from the SPECT/ CT camera and an externally performed diagnostic full-dose CT were used for quantification, the low-dose CT was omitted in this approach as if no hybrid equipment was available.
As a first step in the quantification process perfusion SPECT, co-acquired low-dose CT data and diagnostic CT were transferred to commercially available software (HER-MES Hybrid 3D -Lung Lobe Quantification, HERMES Medical Solutions, Stockholm, Sweden).
The software allowed the hybrid and non-hybrid approaches to be processed using the same step by step wizard workflow. The coregistration was performed automatically by the software. The hybrid approach coregistered the diagnostic CT with the low-dose CT whilst the non-hybrid approach coregistered the diagnostic CT with the SPECT perfusion. The software used a rigid (translation only) mattes mutual information algorithm for both approaches. The coregistration algorithm parameters were identical for both approaches. The manual uniform scaling adjustment was used to compensate for breathing mis-match of the diagnostic CT. For the hybrid method 37 cases out of 61 had no or only little manual adjustments, 24 cases out of 61 had relevant manual adjustments. For the non-hybrid method 29 cases out of 61 had no or only little manual adjustments, 32 cases out of 61 had relevant manual adjustments.
The right and left lung volumes were computed from the diagnostic CT using an automatic segmentation algorithm. The lung volumes were split into lobar regions by marking 5 points in 3 slices for each fissure. The resulting lobar regions were automatically transferred to the SPECT perfusion and the relative distribution of perfusion per lobar region was computed (workflow see Fig. 2 ).
Data analysis
Statistical analyses were done using Origin 6.1 G (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, England) and MedCalc (MedCalc Software, Ostend Belgium). Mean values ± standard deviation of relative lobar perfusion were calculated from the hybrid approach and from the non-hybrid approach. Additionally mean processing times were calculated for both approaches. Data were tested for significant differences using the t-test for paired samples. A p-value < 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was considered significant. Correlation and especially Bland Altman analyses (Bland & Altman, 1986 ) of the resulting relative lobar perfusion between both approaches (hybrid approach vs. non--hybrid approach) were performed to test for good agreement of the results. An estimation for the required sample size was done, yielding a minimum sample size of 111 pairs when setting type I error to 0.05 and type II error to 0.2 with an expected mean of the difference of 0, expected SD of differences of 2 and a maximum allowed difference between both methods of 5. Intraclass correlation coefficient was calculated. 
Results
Lobar results
Three hundred five lobes were quantified with both approaches. Processing time was 6:37 ± 0.55 min (hybrid) versus 6:34 ± 0:51 min (non-hybrid) (p = 0.6) so no relevant difference between the two workflow procedures was found. Mean lobar value was 20.0 ± 10.5% (range from 0 to 55%) for hybrid and 20.0 ± 10.6% (range from 0 to 58%) for the non-hybrid approach, mean absolute difference was 1.31%, no significant differences were found when analysing all lobe values pairwise using a t-test for paired samples (p > 0.9). Intraclass correlation coefficient was 0.9843.
Correlation and Bland Altman analysis
Correlation was excellent for both approaches with R = 0.984 and a slope of the regression line of 1.001 (p < 0.0001), see Fig. 3a . In the Bland Altman plot (see Fig. 3b ) a mean value of the difference of 0% was found with lower and upper limits of − 3.67% and 3.67%.
Right lung
Relative lobar perfusion of the right upper lobe was not significantly different (p = 0.15) between hybrid and non-hybrid approach (18.4 ± 10.0% (hybrid) vs. 18.0 ± 10.0% (non--hybrid)). For the middle lobe relative lobar perfusion differed not significantly (p = Fig. 2 Example of the non-hybrid approach in a 51-year-old female patient with lung cancer in the left lower lobe. a results of software based coregistration of perfusion SPECT and diagnosticCT; b delineation of right lung fissures; c VOIs generated from the coregistrated diagnosticCT; d transferred VOIs to the perfusion SPECT data set; e results of the quantification 0.50) between hybrid and non-hybrid approach (13.3 ± 6.6% (hybrid) vs. 13.5 ± 6.6% (non-hybrid)). Relative lobar perfusion of the right lower lobe was not significantly different (p = 0.19) between hybrid and non-hybrid concept (24.6 ± 10.9% (hybrid) vs. 25.0 ± 11.2% (non-hybrid)).
Left lung
Relative lobar perfusion of the left upper lobe was not significantly different (p = 0.57) between hybrid and non-hybrid method (23.0 ± 8.9% (hybrid) vs. 22.8 ± 9.1% (non-hybrid)). For the left lower lobe relative lobar perfusion differed not significantly (p = 0.93) between hybrid and non-hybrid concept (20.7 ± 11.5% (hybrid) vs. 20.7 ± 11.8% (non-hybrid)). 
Secondary findings
In only 2 of the 61 patients pulmonary embolism were found, those weren't described in the diagnostic CT's with contrast media 2-3 weeks before. We cannot distinguish between false negative CT's or whether the PE occurred in between. The only explanation we have for the low rate of PEs at all is that those with PE diagnosed in the primary CT did not get referred for lobar quantification.
Discussion
Accurate state-of-the-art preoperative assessment of pulmonary function is essential prior to surgical treatment in patients with pulmonary tumors (Knollmann et al., 2014 , (Toney et al., 2014 ) particularly in patients with borderline lung function (Brunelli et al., 2009) . Loss of lung tissue may cause deterioration in pulmonary function and cardiopulmonary failure, leading to a loss of quality of life and, in worst case, death. The more precise the prediction of postoperative lung function is, the better patients can be selected to be or not to be eligible for surgery. 3D SPECT quantification of relative lobar lung function overcomes thereby the traditional quantification method using planar images. A CT based segmentation approach compared to a less precise planar method is effective and allowed in a previous analysis curative surgical treatment in 5 of 36 patients in which planar data would exclude surgery with 2 patients vice versa (Knollmann et al., 2014) . The advantages of SPECT and SPECT/CT in V/Q scanning and its benefit for 3D quantification were also previously described by Roach et al. (Roach et al., 2010) . Undoubtedly hybrid SPECT/CT-machines are ideally suited to solve the problem of lobe delineation and perfusion quantification (Knollmann et al., 2014) , but these are still limited in availability and often only suitable for low-dose CT (especially in first generation SPECT/CTs) requiring the use of a diagnostic CT to achieve precise lobar delineation. But virtually all patients with lung tumours have undergone a timely diagnostic CT before lung perfusion SPECT, in the present study availability rate was more than 97%.
In this study the patient's diagnostic CT was used for lobar delineation and the low-dose CT was used as an intermediate bridge for coregistration of the diagnostic CT to the perfusion SPECT. Therefore the questions arose, whether the software could be used without the low-dose CT, what outcome this would have on results and whether the processing time would increase.
Unexpectedly using only the lung perfusion SPECT and diagnostic CT results were statistically not less accurate than using the additional low-dose-CT data from the SPECT/CT-machine as bridge for the coregistration. We found an excellent correlation between the results from the hybrid and the non-hybrid approach (Fig. 3a) and extremely narrow Bland Altman limits (Fig. 3b) proving the good agreement of both approaches. Additionally, unexpectedly the processing time was the same for both approaches, since data handling and processing and the fissure definition are the time consuming elements of the procedures, and those are in both approaches virtually the same.
Therefore the non-hybrid approach is from our point of view not inferior to the hybrid approach and widespread 3D quantification of lobar lung function can be realised without the need for costly investment of SPECT/CT systems for this clinical question.
Nevertheless, since in our approach the lung SPECT scans are also used to search for pulmonary embolism -PE was diagnosed in 2 of the 61 patients in the cohort -we will not resign the low dose CTs since 0.66 mSv are from our point of view negligible and the low-dose CTs help us interpreting the SPECT scans by increasing specificity (Gutte et al., 2009 ).
Conclusions
No relevant differences for 3D quantification of relative lung perfusion in preoperative patients with pulmonary tumours were found when comparing a hybrid and a non-hybrid scanner approach. Using sophisticated software and the almost always available diagnostic full-dose CT accurate and reliable results can be obtained from conventional SPECT data without increasing the processing time. 
